
Foreach
Labs
We sail the digital sea and craft new
digital products on steroids.



Why
Supporting you on your digital path
by providing custom-tailored IT
development.



We will scale
together
Let us push your digital presence to
the next level. 

We always listen to your needs and analyze
together your digital presence, that way we
get to know each other.

Together we find the best solution to fill the
gap between your business goals and the
development of products.

Boost your existing business to sky-rocket
space. 

CHECK OUT HOW 

https://foreach-labs.com/en/
https://foreach-labs.com/en/


We craft
things
Line by line we handpick the
right building blocks for the
perfect blended solution.



Innovative Solutions
We love to blend our products with
advanced solutions such as AR, VR, and
AI.

Custom Tailored Apps
We are experts in crafting digital
products made just for you and your
clients.

Web and mobile

We create apps for the web and mobile
with a glance.



We brought AR
into mainstream

2019

We specialized in
tailored solutions 

2021

AI and ML
became a part of
our DNA

2020

We sail in the
right direction
By continuously improving our
understanding of the digital world,  
we bring new technologies closer
to you and your customers, all
while becoming new trendsetters
in the field.

We became the
first Metaverse
digital agency

2022



Mixing
technologies
with strive to
boost your
performance
We use new technologies to craft
unique experiences while we sail the
digital sea, to discover the unknown
and become trendsetters in the field.



mobile.

We understand how important it
is for people to have full access to
their tools. No matter where they
are. That’s why our team of
developers will be working with
you on your new app. 
Check out our capabilities, to see
which services are the best fit for
you!



Metaverse
It is a world with its own geography,
history, economy, culture, and
society. Seen as an extension of the
internet or as an entirely new
environment.



Our
enchanted
clients

MEET OUR CLIENTS

https://foreach-labs.com/en/clients/


What
they say
about us



Sašo Živkovič
CEO

"We contacted Foreach through a recommendation,
as we urgently needed a software solution, but we
had a very short deadline. We got a positive feeling in
the introductory meeting and agreed to cooperate
soon after. The implementation was the reason why
we are still successfully cooperating. We have been
convinced by the professional attitude,
responsiveness, project management, notification of
progress, and, last but not least, the final product that
exceeded our expectations. I give my
recommendation without hesitation."

Intermatic
d.o.o.



Tone Kogovšek
Head of logistics technology and processess

"Foreach Labs helped us to develop
and integrate business processes in
the BTC logistics system. The
execution was fast and of high
quality. The team was responsive and
professional."

BTC d.d.



Gal Pungartnik
Head of IT

"Together with the Foreach Labs
team, we implement new knowledge
in our company. We are happy that
they think outside the box and thus
allow us to reach new horizons."

Plastika
Skaza d.o.o.



The
Team

Robi Pritržnik
Chief Troublemaker
Founder

Nik Orter
Tech Ninja
Co-Founder

Dejan Krivec
Mobile Sensei
Co-Founder

Gašper Babnik
Frontend Web Developer

Ollie
Chief Happiness Officer



We deliver
Your next big idea could be right
around the corner.

We make it happen
Let’s spark passions, and stop
chasing ‘likes.



Let's ignite
a spark
Foreach Labs d.o.o.
Štihova ulica 13
1000 Ljubljana

+ 386 31 262 903

info@foreach-labs.com

https://foreach-labs.com


